Explore
it!

Heads
Up!

A guide to making head sculptures using salt dough.
Artist Daniel Silver says the hands are cleverer
than the brain. See how you can translate features
into sculpture in three different ways.
Follow the instructions below. You can also view
our Heads Up! film for a demonstration and to
hear directly from Daniel Silver.

1. Make your salt dough.
Mix 250g plain flour, 125g salt and 125ml water in
a large bowl with your hands until it forms a smooth
ball of dough.
Roughly divide it into three pieces and knead each
ball until smooth and round.

2. Make a head looking away from you.
Take a ball of dough and place it in front of you.
Using your hands, make a head with the face
pointing away from you.
As you can’t see what you’re making, use your
hands to feel and sense where all the features are.

3. Make a head by looking in the mirror.
Using your next ball of dough, make a head
with your hands while looking in the mirror. Keep
looking in the mirror, and not at your dough.

THEMES: PORTRAITURE,
SCULPTURE, MARK-MAKING.
This activity can also be carried
out with other modelling materials;
for example plasticine, playdough
or marzipan. Suitable for all ages.

4. Make a head while wearing a blindfold.
Use your last dough ball to make a head while
blindfolded.
A long-sleeved t-shirt tied back-to-front over
your eyes works well as a blindfold.

5. Dry your heads.
There are three ways to dry your salt dough heads.
If you’re a child, ask an adult to help if using the
oven or microwave.
Place them on a baking tray lined with baking
paper and place in the oven on its lowest setting
(usually 50°C) until dried out. This takes about
6 hours.
Place individually on a plate and microwave on a
low setting for 10 seconds at a time until hardened,
allowing it to cool slightly between bursts of heat.
This takes around 120 seconds.
They will dry naturally eventually. Leave them in
a warm place like a sunny windowsill or airing
cupboard.

6. Add colour.
Decorate with paint, food colouring, pen, collage…
get creative!

7. Upload your head!
We want to see all your creations! Send us photos
of your heads to include on fruitmarket.co.uk,
and in digital form at the Heads Up! exhibition
at Fruitmarket from 01.10.22–09.10.22. You can
also tag us on social media #fruitmarketheadsup.
Photograph your three heads close-up on
a plain background, landscape-style.
Scan here to upload your head!
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